The development of new hardware has never been as accessible as it is today. Not only are components now available to buy with just a few clicks, but even the written instructions required to produce a new device can be shared instantly worldwide by thousands of experts and amateurs who are enthusiastic about programming and hardware development.

Our journal brings together scientists and engineers from across the globe to share their innovative ideas and findings related to the design, development, and optimization of hardware systems and components. *Hardware* (ISSN 2813-6640) [1] aims to provide a means to share the design, construction and application of instruments and devices in as much detail as possible. Hence, researchers are able to share all information in supplementary material: indeed, authors should feel welcome to upload a video of their device, design, coding work, among other achievements.

We publish regular papers, review articles and tutorials, subjecting all work to that rigorous peer-reviewed to ensure that only the highest quality research is included in our journal. Our readership includes researchers, academics, industry professionals, and anyone interested in staying up to date with the latest advancements in hardware technology.

We invite you to join us in exploring the exciting and ever-changing world of hardware technology.
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